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DICOM Randomizer Crack License Code & Keygen Free Download

Version: 1.0 Description: DICOM Randomizer Crack Mac is a Windows GUI application designed to automatically generate unique Patient, Referring Physician and Institution DICOM file names. If multiple files of the same DICOM file type belonging to the same Patient, Referring Physician and Institution exist, the application will generate unique names for these files.
These files will be named with the same Patient, Referring Physician and Institution as those that are used in original DICOM file. File names are generated in these three groups independently and will not be correlated. All generated file names should be unique within group and as there can be multiple files for a given patient, each generated file name should be unique as
well. *Patient Name Generator: A random patient name is generated for each generated file name. It is a 12 digit alphanumeric number generated in the range 0123456789ABCDEF. *Referring Physician Name Generator: A random physician name is generated for each generated file name. It is a 6 digit alphanumeric number generated in the range 0123456789ABCDEF.
*Institution Name Generator: A random institution name is generated for each generated file name. It is a 3 digit alphanumeric number generated in the range 0-9. Additional Features: • File content is cleared for Multiple File Types (DICOM) • File content is cleared for Tags: Primary Key, Study Date, • File content is cleared for Tags: Scanner, Object Name, • Windows
Start Menu Icon • Compressed file format • Uncompressed file format • PKZip compatible • XZ compatible • Archive Tool compatible Operating System(s): Windows Programming Languages: .NET Tested: Win7x64, Win7x32, Win8x64, Win8x32, Win8.1x64, Win8.1x32, Win10x64, Win10x32, Win10.1x64, Win10.1x32, Win10.2x64, Win10.2x32, Win10.3x64,
Win10.3x32, Win10.4x64, Win10.4x32 Screenshot: This software does not support Windows 10, you must use an older version of the Windows Operating System to use this product.
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DICOM Randomizer Free [April-2022]

What's New in the?

The DICOM Randomizer software is a kind of DICOM Anonymizer that can be used by anyone to hide the identity of Patients, Referring Physicians and Institutions by replacing corresponding values with a randomly generated one. Additionally, it also clears content of certain DICOM Tags. It applies the randomly generated Patient, Referring Physician and Institution
names consistently to all the DICOM files belonging to the same patient. This is done even the files are processed during different executions over time. The output images can be saved or any DICOM file type can be loaded. It also has a "Reset" button to set the DICOM tags to its initial state. Features: - Standard DICOM file saving - Standard DICOM file loading -
Standard DICOM file editing - Strong encryption algorithms - DICOM image data: replace original image data with generated random one (additive, erasure coding) - DICOM Header and Tag: replace original header and tag with generated random one - 64 bit random generator - Normal DICOM file saving - DICOM file save parameters customization - Tags filtering to help
user find a generated file quickly - Tags clearing to help user find a generated file quickly - Certificate files saving to generated certificate files for the File Information meta-tag - Create and delete certificates - Expire certificates - Delete certificates - Delete certificate files - Remove images from generated certificates - Load original certificate files from the encrypted zip
file - Certificate files decryption - File Information meta-tag encrypt/decrypt - Allow user to create specific tags for particular files - User can specify the names for the tags when generating the certificate files Requirements: - Windows 7 or above - Visual C# or above -.NET Framework 4.6 or above - DotNetZip library - DICOM Toolkit to be used in the case of the original
DICOM file - DICOM ACR part 12 T.6 Requirements: - DICOM Toolkit to be used in the case of the original DICOM file - DICOM ACR part 12 T.6 requires a DICOM information set for the image data and the corresponding ACR T.6 and PNE T.6 tables in the form of binary files. License: This software is distributed under the MIT License. For more information, see
the LICENSE file. Buddha image: from an illusion to a symbol of power. An image of Buddha was revealed to a student in meditation at the moment of the Buddha's parinirvana (death). The image has
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System Requirements For DICOM Randomizer:

This project was written using a Xbox One Controller and the software was tested on Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows 7 and Windows Vista. Most 360 controllers will work however if they don't support Analog Stick +/- the Virtual D-Pad may not work correctly. The controller must support dual analogue sticks in order for the Analog Stick +/- to work. If this is the
case the original button layout can be selected. Windows Vista, Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 can be used if the controller is connected via USB and the game is patched to use the
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